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Summary
Numerous concerns have been expressed by water well owners related to gas migration into
their wells. Typical measurements of gas flow rates in water wells involve gas flow meters or
flow through cells. An alternative method is suggested consisting of installing several pressure
transducers at various depths along with measuring the top of water levels in the well with
electoral tape / sonic water level meters to compare fluid readings at different depths during the
pumping test.
A pumping test conducted on a water supply well that also produces gas showed that water
levels read at the air/surface water interface give vastly different results with pressure
transducers placed deep in the well. Pressure transducers placed at different depths show
deviations from each other due to the nature of the gas flow in the water column.

Theory & Method
Commercially available transducers report water levels but actually measure fluid pressures.
The fluid pressures are converted to water levels using typical water pressure gradients. The
addition of gas into the water column should change the density of the fluid column and be
reflected in fluid pressure deviations compared to a column of water with no dissolved gases.
Two phase flow theory (1) in vertical pipes have differentiated gas and water flow under six
recognized conditions:
1. Dispersed Flow - gas bubbles less than 1.5 mm in diameter and evenly dispersed
throughout the well bore.
2. Annular Flo - gases concentrate along centre of pipe, liquid along the edges
3. Bubbly Flow - small bubbles coalesce into large bubbles with the volume of gas in the
pipe greater than 25%.
4. Slug Flow - gas flow consists largely of large bubbles.
5. Churn Flow - gas plugs and liquid flow are oscillatory.
6. Mist Flow - largely gas with water mist.
These gas - water flow regimes are dependent on the velocity of gas and water moving up
through a vertical column and have been mapped graphically (1).
A 48 hour pumping test (24 hours flow, 24 hours buildup) was conducted on a water supply well
in south-eastern Saskatchewan that obtains water from the Judith River Formation. The well
was pumped at a rate of 310 cubic metres per day and fluid levels were measured in the
producing well and in an observation well located 60 metres away from the producing well.
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